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DOWN CONDUCTOR AND EARTHING SYSTEM 

DYNAMIC ELECTRODE AT-025H - APLIROD® 

Lightning Protection Systems need an especially stable and low 

earthing resistance. The absence of free ions in the ground 

surrounding the electrode has an 

adverse effect on the functioning 

of the earthing, thus reducing the 

efficacy of the whole Lightning 

APLIROD® Capplicationl

Protection System. 

Earth Systems with Dynamic or 

Electrolytic Electrodes are based 

on the contribution of ions to the 

ground. 

They consist mainly on a hollow 

copper tube filled with a mixture 

AT-025H

Externa! 
diameter 

28mm

Length 2,5m (vertical) 

Drilling 040mm x 3m. 

Filling 0,5kg de APLIFILL®. 

of ionic compounds. The product absorbs the environmental 

humidity and is spread in the ground surrounding the electrode, 

thus adding free ions and gradually reducing earth resistivity. 

The efficacy of this electrode is enhanced if the electrode is 

surrounded by a ground conductivity improver. 

C0MP0NENTS EMPL0YE IN THE D0WN-C0NDUCTR0 AND EARTH TERMINATI0N SYSTEMS 

Holdfast to girder. Metallic clip to tape. 

AT-018E AT-028E 

Tinned-copper tape, Brass clamp for 
30x2mm. stra ig ht, cross, "T" 

and parallel 
connection for 
08-10mm and/or
30x2mm tape.

AT-052D AT-020F 

Dynamic electrode Spark gap for bonding 
APLIROD, vertical, de earth terminations. 
02500x28 mm. lp(10/350µs) of 

100kA. 

AT-025H AT-0S0K 

AT-001 G 

AT-020H 

AT-010H 

Lightning event 
counter. 

Brass bonding bar 
for equipotentializa-
tion and testing. To 
be placed inside an 
inspection pit. 
Connectors for 
08-10mm and/or
30x2mm tape.

Polypropi lene 
inspection pit, 
250x250x250 mm, 
able to withstand 
5000 Kg. 
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OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION 

The extemal lightning protection system does not 
avoid the effects of distant or cloud-to-cloud lightning 
nor the electromagnetic fields produced by lightning 
in its path from the air terminal to the grounding. 
The aerials and the connected equipment should 
therefore be protected from transient overvoltages. 

Protection should be well-coordinated: there should 
be space enough between the protectors so that they 
could act at the right moment in such way that the 
lightning current flows through the most robust 
protector. Therefore, if there are less than 10 meters 
between the ATSHIELD and the ATCOVER then it is 
preferable to instan only the first �ne. 

G)ATSHIELD 

@ATCOVER 

@ATFREO 

@ATVOLT 

AERIALS 
• 

-�
BEACONS 

COMPONENTS EMPLOYED IN SURGE PROTECTION 

ATSHIELD Series 
Three-Phase protector against direct lig
htning strikes using combined technology, 
able to withstand a peak current of 30kA 
per pole with a 10/350µs wave letting a 
residual voltage lower than 1,SkV. 

ATFREO Series 
Protector of signal lines for coaxial cables 
Protector de línea de señal para cables 
coaxiales. Able to withstand a peak current 
of 1 0kA per poi e with a 8/20µs wave. 

ATFREQ Series contains a wide range of 
protectors for ali kind of aerials. 
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ATCOVER Series 
Three-Phase protector both common and 
differential protection, able to withstand 
a peak current of 30kA per pole with a 
8/20µs wave letting a residual voltage 
lower than 900V. With light alarm and 
remote control connection. 

ATFREQ Conector Frequency
range 

AT2104 1V 1V 0-1 GHz

AT2103 SAT F(SAT) 0-2 GHz

AT2116 CClV CClV 0-1 GHz

AT2105 50BNC015 BNC 0-1 GHz

AT2115 S0BNC BNC 0-1 GHz

AT2108 400BNC015 BNC 0-1 GHz

AT2118 400BNC BNC 0-1 GHz

AT2106 SON N 0-3 GHz

AT2111 400N N 0-3 GHz

AT2102 3G UHF 0-3 GHz

AT2109 250V UHF 0-3 GHz

AT2110 900 7/16 0,9-2,6 GHz 

AT2112 2500 7/16 88-108 MHz 

' ' 

1 
ATVOLT Series 

Protector for DC power supply lines in 
modules containing coordinated protection 
for one pair of lines. Able to withstand a 
peak current of 20kA per pole with a 
8/20µs wave letting a residual voltage 
lower than the double of its nominal 
voltage. 

Atenuation lmpedance Exanged DC Sparkover 
Power voltage 

<1,2dB 750 sow 90V 

<0,SdB 750 sow 90V 

<0,15dB 500 sow sov 

<0,15dB son sow 90V 

<0,2dB 500 sow 90V 

<0,15dB 500 400W 250V 

<0,2dB 500 400W 250V 

<0,15dB son sow 90V 

<0,15dB so O 400W 250V 

<0,3dB son sow 90V 

<0,3dB son 400W 250V 

<0,3dB son 900W 600V 

<0,3dB 500 2500W 600V 
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